CityCobble Series

A rumbled 2-1/4" thick paver includes two sizes:
- 5-1/3" square
- 5-1/3" x 8" rectangle

When installed in an "i" or modified herringbone pattern, they give a random cobble look reminiscent of ancient walkways laid in stone.

[Images of CityCobble Mahogany and CityCobble Siesta]

Georgian Edge Series

A beveled edge paver with spacer nibs (like Madison's English Edge®). Available in 2-1/4" x 4" x 8" and 2-3/4" thickness for heavy vehicular applications.

[Images of Georgian Edge Full Range, Georgian Edge Red, Georgian Edge Harvest, Georgian Edge Mahogany, Georgian Edge Siesta]
Rumbled® Series
Tumbled after firing to give an aged look of a paver that's been around for hundreds of years. 2 1/4" x 4" x 8"

Rumbled® Full Range
Rumbled® Main Street
Rumbled® Mahogany
Rumbled® Siesta

Courtyard Series
Traditional straight edge 2 1/4" x 4" x 8" paver

Courtyard Full Range (Modular Available)
Courtyard Red (Modular Available)
Courtyard Harvest
Courtyard Mahogany
Courtyard Java

Gardenwalk Series
Gardenwalk is a "hybrid" thickness paver that has beveled edges on one side and square edges on the other. The 1.8" x 4" x 8" paver can be used on the beveled side for a pristine look (like our Georgian Edge® pavers) or flipped onto the straight edge side for a more traditional look. Note: Spanish bond pattern shown includes half-pavers that will need to be cut at job-site.

Gardenwalk Red
Gardenwalk Siesta
Gardenwalk Flashfire